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The information provided in AHC Media Webinars does not, and is not intended to constitute medical or legal advice. Opinions, references and links provided 
by our speakers are provided for your convenience and do not represent our endorsement of such opinions, products or services.
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Rose M. Turner, RN, BSN, ACM, is President of 
Rose M. Turner Consulting, a hospital case 
management consulting firm where she uses 
over 20 years of expertise to design programs 
that are patient focused and easy to 
operationalize. She has worked in hospital 
case management for over 20 years managing 
the most complex cases on the front lines and 
designing programs and processes for difficult 
patient populations as a special projects case 
manager. Her hospital work also includes 
developing policy, astute knowledge of 
government regulations affecting case 
management, and implementing case 
management education & orientation 
programs.
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*

*

1. Recall the underlying reasoning for the 2-Midnight Rule.

2. Review documentation elements needed for regulatory 
compliance.

3. Explain the effect on the hospital revenue cycle..

4. Explain new and revised case management standards, 
regulations, and laws put forth by CMS, TJC and the federal 
government.

5. Evaluate case management protocols and penalties.
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*Medicare is signed into law in 1965. 

*A program to provide medical coverage for 
seniors 65 and older.

*The terms “Inpatient” and “Outpatient” evolve 
as billing terms related to Medicare coverage.

*Part A was designed to cover hospital services = 
Inpatient.

*Part B was designed to cover services outside 
the hospital (the MD visit, lab work, therapy) = 
Outpatient.

*

*“Observation evolves as part of Outpatient 
Services (billing)

*Short stays in the hospital become Observation 
when the diagnosis is not clear 

*CMS develops billing codes 

*Commercial insurance copies Medicare policies

*Observation care is provided in a hospital bed 

*The definition of “Observation” becomes a 
chronically discussed issue

*

*National criteria sets are born 

*CMS Billing codes are confusing

*Rules don’t make sense

*3 Night IP stay required for SNF coverage

*Reimbursement for Observation much less than 
Inpatient

*Out of pocket costs to patient dramatically 
different
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*Legislation in 2006 created the Recovery Audit 
Contractor Program

*Pilot wildly successful in recovering funds for 
CMS/Medicare program = permanent program

*Auditing for coding and medical necessity

*Medical necessity discussion always around IP 
billing vs. Observation billing

*

*Changes from the pilot to the permanent 
program

*Monies recovered are in the billions of dollars

*Easy recovery from short stays 

*Tremendous push back from providers

*CMS attempts to make it easier to determine 
what is “Observation”

*

*October 2013 CMS changes the rules

*Medical necessity used to determine IP vs. Obs is 
now secondary to a time element

*When a patient crosses 2 MNs in the hospital 
setting = IP billing

*Specific rules on certification/MD 
documentation/who can write the order/ER 
treatment time counts

*NO change to 3 IP day SNF rule
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*First year of 2 MN Rule led to many questions 
by the hospital providers

*Rules did not address real life operational 
issues

*Challenges created difficulty in complying with 
the new regulation

*CMS Open Door Forum Calls become an 
opportunity for providers to be heard and 
impact changes to the rule

*

*The start of the government FY15 brings no 
major changes to the regulatory requirements 
of the 2 MN Rule

*Stay tuned to ongoing CMS Open Door Forum 
Calls 

*Closely monitor RAC activities

*Perform internal auditing for compliance with 
the rule

*

*A patient is considered Obs until the 
benchmark of 2 MNs is passed

*Time trumps criteria – with exceptions

*Social admissions without any justification should 
still be billed as Obs

* IP only Procedure (Addendum E) 

*Delays in services that stretch time past 2nd MN
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*Must have the words “Admit” and “Inpatient”

*OK to be written by the ED MD in the holding 
orders (bridge orders)

*Certification of expected stay of 2 MNs or more

*Written by MD who will be the primary 
physician 

*Residents in a GME program OK

*

*Transfer from another facility

*Transfer to another facility

*Newly initiated mechanical ventilation

*Leaving against medical advice

*Election of Hospice care in lieu of treatment

*Death

*Miracle cure

*

*Documentation of the reasoning – 2 MN stay

*Form vs. electronic screen 

*Physician education

*Increasing Case Management support in EDs

*Capturing the first day as Observation in the 2 
MN billing – new Occurrence Span Code 72 
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*Providers push back with many operational 
questions

*From Oct 1, 2013 numerous changes made to make 
new rules operational

*Providers had less than 60 days to put processes in 
place

*Prevents RAC auditors looking at these accounts for 
medical necessity permanently (Oct 1 2013 – Sept 
30, 2014) 

*Spot audits with feedback from the MAC

*

*CMS states this will increase IP billing

*CMS thinks this will simplify what is Obs vs IP

*An effort to decrease the back log of claims in 
the appeals process?

*

*A billing code on a claim to indicate that the 
first day was in Obs status

*Optional at this time, but expected to be 
mandatory at some point

*Current billing systems need to be modified to 
capture this information – from the EMR/orders 
determine billing status
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*Nearly 100% of these claims will be ED admissions

*ED physicians need assistance understanding 
regulations

*Add CM staff to cover key hours in the ED – 24/7 is 
ideal 

*Re-configure holding orders to provide the 
appropriate Obs vs. IP order options

*Hard stops in the EMR to garner appropriate order

*

*Increase physician education through physician 
advisor 

*Case Management to review all Obs orders 
daily and discuss with physician to change to IP 
if:

*Appropriate per criteria

*Patient will stay past 2nd MN

*

*Nothing has changed since the advent of CMS 
and billing

*Why? MD needs to document “Because………”

*No specific form required – provider’s choice

*H&P plus Progress Notes still best place to 
document 

*Billing LOC order must be on chart before 
discharge order
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*

*Cannot audit claims billed as 2 MN IP 

*Can be audited if there evidence of “gaming 
the system”

*RACs will be looking for other stays to audit 

*3 day stay with transfer to SNF

*Procedures covered by LCD’s & NCD’s for medical 
necessity

*

*Code 44 remains in effect (converting from IP 
to Obs)

*Billing with this Code will need to be consistent

*Case Management and Physician Advisors 

*Clear process in place to manage and 
document 

*

*Increase Obs revenues with 2 MN regulation

*Expect Hospital revenues to decrease (less $ 
than IP stay)

*Identify specific care units for Obs patients

*Dedicated Case Management services

*Increased workload for outpt coders
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*Assigned individual to stay on top of regs daily

*Participate in Open Door Form Calls

*Continual education for physicians and members of 
the revenue cycle

*Team brainstorming to flex with regulatory changes

*When purchasing billing and EMR software look for 
flexibility for regulatory change

*Watch for the final OPPS FY15 effective Jan. 1 2015

*

* Open Door Forum Calls
* http://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-

Education/Outreach/OpenDoorForums/index.html?redirect=/OpenDoorForum
s/

* RAC Information
* http://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Monitoring-

Programs/Medicare-FFS-Compliance-Programs/Recovery-Audit-Program/

* Frequently Asked Questions (most recent updated information):
* https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Monitoring-

Programs/Medicare-FFS-Compliance-Programs/Medical-
Review/Downloads/QuestionsAndAnswersRelatingToPatientStatusReviewsForPosting0224201
4.pdf

* Sign up for CMS updates:
* https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/USCMS/subscriber/new

* Check out the OPPS Final Rule due soon – effective Jan 1 2015
* http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-

Payment/HospitalOutpatientPPS/Hospital-Outpatient-Regulations-and-
Notices-Items/CMS-1613-P.html?DLPage=1&DLSort=2&DLSortDir=descending

*

*RAC Relief Google Group

*Email Larry.Hegland@ministryhealth.org (free)

*Your national association – discussion forums

*Example: ACMA Learning Link

*American Hospital Association website

*Day Egusquiza’s Info Line (periodic email)  

* Email Day at daylee1@mindspring.com (free)
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This presentation is intended solely to provide general 
information and does not constitute legal advice. Attendance 
at the presentation or later review of these printed materials 

does not create an attorney-client relationship with the 
presenter(s). You should not take any action based upon any 
information in this presentation without first consulting legal 

counsel familiar with your particular circumstances.

*

*Questions? Happy to help. Contact me at:

*Rose@RoseMTurnerConsulting.com


